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“The Lord is my strength and my song; he has become my 

salvation”   Exodus 15:2 

Dear Friends 

    During the past few weeks, I overheard two different conversations 
between mum and child, both causing me to smile and reflect on how 
technology impacts on almost all that we do. In the first discussion, the 
little girl was asking her Mum where Daddy had gone to be told he had 
walked  back to collect his wallet which he had forgotten to pick up on the 
way out of the door. ‘Why does he need a wallet?’ asked the little girl. ‘To 
buy sausages for the dinner’ was her Mum’s explanation, ‘We won’t be 
able to buy the sausages without the money in Daddy’s wallet’. The little 
girl was satisfied with this explanation but left me reflecting on the fact 
that I couldn’t actually remember the last time I had bought anything, 
even sausages, using real money. In this time of cards and even virtual 
bank cards on your mobile phone, real money doesn’t seem the necessary 
commodity it once was and indeed, during this time of Covid-19, we 
increasingly see the sign, ‘Card Payments Only’ reinforcing the popularity 
and perhaps necessity of virtual banking. 
The second conversation was in a shop and between Mum and her son 
who was about to buy a game. ‘I’ll need my pocket money to buy this’ he 
told his Mum, to which she replied, ‘I’ll buy it but as soon as we get into a 
phone signal, your pocket money is coming out of your account and into 
mine’. Even pocket money is virtual these days! 
It perhaps causes us quite an effort to keep up with the times and we may 
resist the new ideas of how to manage money but increasingly we are 
expected to make the effort of online and phone banking. Even the 
Church of Scotland is offering congregations and treasurers new and 
innovative ways to gather in and manage offerings and gift aid. 
This brings me to the news that two of our members, Alistair and Shona 
Crosbie are leaving the congregation at Fenwick to join the Galston 
congregation, much closer to home for them. Alistair is an ordained elder, 
a member of the Kirk Session and has been the Weekly Freewill Offering 
and Gift Aid Convener for some time. He also managed the energy bills for 
the church and halls. Shona is a Presbytery Reader, an ordained elder, 
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Prayer Coordinator and the contact person for our partner church in Sri 
Lanka. 
Both are well known and have been part of the very fabric of the 

congregation, living stones building the kingdom in these recognised roles 

and in quiet practical kindnesses to the members of the congregation and 

community. We acknowledge all that they have done in Fenwick and wish 

them both God’s rich blessings as they settle into a new, more local 

congregation.  

Still on the subject of money, I want to tell you that over all the many 

Church of Scotland congregations that were encouraged to and 

successfully applied for the Scottish Government Adapt and Thrive 

Funding during the Springtime, over £470,000 in total was awarded to 

congregations and some of that came to us as a result of the Kirk Session 

agreement to apply for the funding and the efforts of a few to complete and 

submit the application.  

All the congregations in the presbytery have been asked to appoint an 

inclusion champion to look at the access, not just to the buildings, but to 

the written word, to sound and to organisations and events in the life of the 

local church. This may be very basic but essential, such as making sure 

that the induction loop is working for each service, whether a regular 

Sunday or a funeral or wedding. It takes very little to make someone feel 

left out and often only a very little adjustment to make someone feel 

included. Sometimes that adjustment is simply about awareness and 

discussion and I would invite you to think about who would be a good 

person to assist us with this important area of mission and inclusion as we 

open up our church for worship and our halls to users.  

I hope that you have had a good summer filled with sunshine, flowers, 

happy days, some restful and some lively and enjoyed the slower pace of 

life that holiday time brings.  

We very much enjoyed the Gardening Club Open Gardens event at the end 

of July and were inspired and in awe of the gardens we visited. It had to be 

one of the warmest weekends of the summer and it was so lovely to look 

over the George V field at the bright colours of the flowers, frocks, sun 

hats and gazebos as people took the time for a welcome refreshment and 

rest.  
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Over July and August we have been able to relax many but not yet all of 

the restrictions relating to church services and the use of the hall and it has 

been very special to be able to sing together once more. While we have to 

take great care to keep each other and ourselves safe, it is a great joy to 

sing praise again in church and to hear the chatter around the coffee tables 

in the hall. 

We are glad and grateful for these simple gifts of sharing our faith and 

friendship together and glad to proclaim that the Lord is our strength and 

song and is indeed our salvation!  

May God bless and keep you. 

 

  

Parish Register 

Baptism 

On 25th July, Amelia Gallacher, first daughter of Ashleigh and Stuart 

Funerals 

On 24th August Mr John Downie 

On 27th August Mrs Belinda Manderson 

 

Thank you 

Brenda Downie would like to thank all who sent cards, phoned or wished 

her well after the death of John. Their thoughts and prayers were much 

appreciated  
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Fenwick Church Guild 

As things are returning to more normal an afternoon is 

planned to have a cup of tea and discuss 

the future of the guild. 

All members and anyone interested will be 

most welcome 

This will be on Qctober 5th at 2.30 pm 
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Moscow SWI: 

 Hello Ladies, WELCOME BACK 

 

As restrictions ease we can look forward to new beginnings at the 

rural. 

 

We would like to hear your views on meeting times and subject matter 

at meetings. 

 

We are planning our first informal  get together at Sunnyside Garden 

Centre, Moscow on Thursday 2nd September at 2pm for afternoon tea 

to discuss the aforementioned. 

 

Please reply to Catherine McInnes (0772936207) for catering 

arrangements. 
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     ALLAN ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD 
Family Business Est. 1969   

    

All Domestic, Industrial & Commercial Work 
 Vehicle Charging Point Installation  

 Energy Efficient Lighting Advice  

 Inspections & Safety Checks/Reports  
 Landlord Certification & PAT Testing 

 Full/Partial Rewires 

 New Fusebox Installation 

 Smoke/Heat/Carbon Monoxide Detectors  

 

 FREE ESTIMATES   

   

TEL: 01560 600343       Or  Stephen: 07762 765609     

Email: office@allan-electrical.co.uk   



Thank You  
We would like to thank you all very much for the support and 

encouragement we have received throughout our various ventures and 

commitments over the last 35 years.  

 

May you know God's richest blessings in the future.  

 

God bless  

Alistair and Shona Crosbie  

 

THANK YOU 

A big ‘thank you’ to Bonny Blooms, who donated the two lovely planters 

at the church gates. 

 

 

 

GS Plumbing 

Heating & Gas 
FULLY QUALIFIED PLUMBERS & GAS SAFE 
REGISTERED ENGINEERS  

BOILER SALE NOW ON 
NEW COMBI BOILERS NOW AVAILABLE WITH 12YEARS WARRANTY 

Our Services Include 
SPECIALISTS IN GAS CENTRAL HEATING& NEW CONDENSING COMBI INSTALATIONS  

Radiators / Power Flushing / Magnetic Filters ( Full Power Flush from £299) 

Boiler Repairs / Servicing ( Worcester Bosch, Ideal & Vokera Repair Specialist) 

LPG & Oil Boiler Repair-Installation –Servicing 

Landlord Gas Safety Inspections. 

Garden Taps Kitchen and Bathroom Taps 

Kitchen and Bathroom Installations 

Kitchen Appliance installations 

Leaks Repairs all General Plumbing 

24hr Emergency Call out Now Celebrating 10yrs in Business. 20yrs in Trade 

Contact us on Office 0800 043 2291 or Mob : 07952030504 
www.gs1plumbing.co.uk or gs1plumbing@gmail.com 
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CHURCH HALL BOOKINGS 

Now that we are returning to ‘normal’, we can think about opening up the 

halls and welcoming back users, both old and new, albeit perhaps with 

some restrictions. 

If you are ready to start up again, or looking to begin a new venture,  give 

me a call (01560 600520) or drop me an email 

(irenecouper@btinternet.com). 

Existing users will be given priority for their previous slots. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

Irene Couper 
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Fiona Kendall – Italy Missionary Partner 
July 2021 

FCEI - Mediterranean Hope 

Via Firenze 38 

00184 Roma, Italy 

fkendall@churchofscotland.org.uk 

Dear friends 

This letter comes to you from Calabria, that ruggedly beautiful region in 

the toe of Italy which was once part of Magna Grecia and is today one of 

the country’s most fertile - and yet poorest -territories. As many of you will 

know, Mediterranean Hope has a small team based in Calabria, where we 

are supporting agricultural workers who are exploited in the production 

and harvest of the region’s outstanding fruit. Whilst here, my guide has 

been Ibrahim, who hails from the Ivory Coast but has been living and 

working in Calabria for around a decade, ultimately as an intercultural 

mediator and social worker with Mediterranean Hope. It has been a 

privilege to get to know him. 

Ibrahim, like our colleague Francesco Piobicchi, is an artist as well as an 

activist. Words rather than images are Ibrahim’s preferred medium for 

communicating what he sees and feels. His poetry, currently published in 

Italian and French, movingly recounts his own experience of being a 

migrant, as well as attesting to the world’s attitude to migration which is, 

so often, bewilderingly negative. Ibrahim’s book, Yen Fehi, Bako (Over 

There on the Other Side of the River Bank) opens with the following 

words: 
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“These poems are dedicated to all my brothers who have left their families 

and loved ones in search of Happiness but today encounter difficulty in 

integrating into the society which receives them.” 

In the space of one sentence Ibrahim succeeds in shining a spotlight on the 

conundrum of migration, which, almost inevitably, necessitates sacrifice 

and risk, dreams of something better but 

relies on the goodwill of others in order to be truly successful. The 

personal motivation, tenacity and energy of the migrant will only take him 

or her so far. Unless he or she is truly welcomed, there can be no real 

integration. This causes me to reflect on the responsibility which each of us 

has to the other and the small but important steps which each of us can 

take, both personally and as communities, to be welcoming. How often do 

we actually consider the perspective of those outside our own circle or 

community? How often do we consider the effect which our action (or lack 

of action) has on the stranger in our midst? This is not simply a question of 

policy or law - although these things matter greatly - but also of personal 

engagement. The reason for coming to Calabria now, rather than in the 

autumn or spring when the fruit is harvested, was an unexpected invitation 

to speak at “Last 20”, a conference1 being held at different points in the 

year in different Italian towns, the first of which was this meeting in 

Reggio Calabria. This year Italy has presidency of the G20 and will be 

hosting meetings of representatives from the world’s twenty richest 

nations. The premise of L20 is that the perspective of the world’s twenty 

most impoverished nations should also be heard, hence the series of 

meetings on different themes, beginning with migration. 

Quite apart from the rich experience of hearing these other perspectives, it 

has been unexpectedly moving to attend this four-day event in person after 

eighteen months of virtual participation in meetings. It seems that I had 

forgotten what a simple pleasure it is to share a coffee, a meal, a comment 

or a conversation with people not in my closest circle. Whilst virtual 

encounters have meant so much in this past eighteen months and, without 

doubt, have their own efficiency, they are, in general, intentional and the 

parameters often prescribed. This meeting has reminded me of the 

relational shorthand of the casual encounter, the speed with which 

connections can be made and points of view discerned and shared through 

direct interaction. It has been one of the most chaotic yet delightful 

experiences I have had to date .It has also been a sharp reminder, at a 

geopolitical level, of the impact which we have on one another. 
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 The L20 countries are far from poor in terms of natural and human 

resources, yet the plunder continues. The action and inaction of the world’s 

richest continues to generate conflict and poverty. Little wonder that 

people continue to flee and to seek better lives. As I write, 22,000 families 

are reported to have fled their homes in an effort to escape the fighting in 

Kandahar, Afghanistan. Should we be surprised if some eventually end up 

in small boats trying to cross the Channel? If so, is it right that they should be 

deprived of the inalienable right to seek asylum -anywhere - because they have no 

other means of reaching the UK? 

How can arrival by boat (or lorry) possibly be relevant to assessing the merits of a 

claim to asylum? Yet differentiation according to the means of arrival is currently 

being championed by the Home Office through the 

new Nationality and Borders Bill. 

We are community. And community exists at every level of our existence, 

transcending personal and national boundaries. Whether we like it or not, our 

lives are interlinked. The opinions we voice - or support - and the action we take - 

or do not - matters. That means that every one of us has an opportunity to make a 

difference to individuals we do not even know. 

Ibrahim, who has himself suffered much, is a living example of someone making 

a difference. For a glimpse of his own story and the work he is doing with 

Mediterranean Hope in Calabria see ENGSub Lights on Rosarno - Ibrahim's Story 

- YouTube. 

Let me conclude this letter by asking, if you are willing, for your prayers. These, 

and all of the support and encouragement you offer, are very much appreciated. 

- for those daring to start a new life in a country that is not their own, that they 

may find a welcome in every person and situation that they encounter; 

- for those places in the world which are scarred by poverty and conflict, that they 

may be supported in finding and maintaining stability:- for those fighting for 

justice and equality, that they may dream and be heard by those with the 

power to bring about change. 

Wishing you all a good summer. 

Every blessing 

Fiona 

@FionaKMedhope 
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FENWICK BASED DECORATING COMPANY 

40YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE TRADE 

APPLICATION OF WALLCOVERINGS 

INTERIOR DECORATION 

EXTERIOR PAINTERWORK 

APPLICATION OF SPECIALIST COATING & EFFECTS 

AMES TAPING, PLASTERING AND COVING 
 

FOR A FREE QUOTION OR EXPERT ADVICE ON PAINTING 

ANYTHING FROM A CUPBOARD TO A CASTLE 
 

CALL FENWICK 01560 600352 OR CHECK OUR WEBSITE 

www.ddecorators.co.uk 

SUPPOTORS OF THE LOCAL SCHOOL & COMMUNITY 

SPONSORS OF FENWICK THISTLE FC 
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   Duties 

 

    FLOWERS          TACAS    

     

September 5    Ronnie Phin                    Moira Anderson & Catherine McInnes  

September 12   Edith Ronald          Rose Davis & Syllvia Murray 

September 19   Marjory Seaton    Marilyn Morton & Jean Bowes 

September 26 Isobel Wotherspoon         Janet Park & Susanne Young 

October 3 Annie Tivendale    John Douglas & Lynn Smith 

October 10 Mary Tedford 

October 17 Harvest  

 

                Beadles 

Sep 5th      Bill McNab 

Sep 12th   David Barbour 

Sep 19th  Bill McNab 

Sep 26th  John Logan 
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ACE Therapeutic Services.  
offering high quality bespoke 

therapeutic support for adults, children 

and young people.  

We offer:  

*Person Centered Counselling   

*CBT  

*Family Mediation  

*Couples counselling   

*Domestic Abuse Specialist Services  

*Mindfullness  

*Positive Parenting  

*Relaxed Kids  

Find us at  93a Main Road Fenwick   

www.acetherapeuticservices.co.uk  

Acetherapeuticservices@gmail.com  

07414 235312  

 

KB Holistics. 

We offer a range of holistics and sports 

therapies tailored to suit your needs.  

Various types of massage, including 

deep tissue and hot stones.  

Reflexology  

Facials  

Sports therapies   

Based at 93a main road fenwick and   

2B Seaford Street Kilmarnock.  

Kbholistics@outlook.com   

07795834452  

 

 
[ Contact Caroline on 07739 039439  
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          S&C 
MCKAY 

PROPERTY 

SOLUTIONS 
CARPENTRY& JOINERY, 

PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL, 

TILING & DECORATING, 

KITCHENS& BATHROOMS. 

SALES & FITTING UPVC 

WINDOWS & CONSEVATORIES 

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

Mobile 07703 176589 

1A High Street, Newmilns 

KA16 9EE 

 

 

ken Geddes 

Garden  

design 

Your local Landscaper 
Specialising in designing 

And building gardens 
From plan to completion

 
Call Fenwick 01560 

600374 
Mobile07793210900 
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Fenwick SWI: 

 
Now that restrictions are eased, and as part of the SWI Back Together 

Blether Week, it has been decided to have an open meeting on 

September 9 at 2pm in the Church Hall when we hope to see a good 

number come along for a catch-up and cup of tea – to err on the side of 

safety, please bring your own cup.  We have not made any formal 

arrangements for a syllabus as yet and will sort out speakers or 

entertainment as we go along, always taking heed of guidelines in place 

at any time.  In October 2019 CHAS charity boxes were distributed and 

should have been collected back in at our 2020 AGM, so anyone who 

has a box should please bring it along on 9 September and hopefully 

Maggie Magee will be able to attend to collect them.  No memberships 

will be taken at this time and discussion will take place on the timings of 

future meetings.  We hope to see some new faces as well as our 

‘regulars’ – you are assured of a warm welcome.  Contact Irene Couper 

01560 600520 with any queries. 

 

Well done to May, Ann and Rosemary who won the Ayrshire round of 

the Outdoor Bowling Competition and good luck to them when they 

represent Ayrshire at Strathaven on 6 September. 
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 New 2 You Charity Shop, 10 Lainshaw Street, Stewarton aims 

to support individuals and build local community. Everyone is 

welcome – so whether you are visiting for the first time or a 

regular visitor, you can be assured of a warm and friendly 

welcome whenever we are open. Our current opening hours 

are 11am-2pm Tuesday to Saturday. 

 We are dedicated to actively promoting inclusion of all 

sectors of the community and our profits are used to assist 

any person in need, regardless of age, disability, race, 

religion or sexual orientation. 

 New 2 You uses our profits to assist people in need locally 

through supporting local charities chosen by our customers. 

 Environmental benefits: we help the environment by 

recycling and selling second-hand goods which prevents 

them going to landfill.  

 Budget shopping: New 2 You is a dependable source of good 

quality items at low prices.  School uniform, children’s and 

baby clothes are available for free to those in need. We 

provide resources to schools and nurseries free of charge 

(teachers please contact us and let us know what you need). 

 Ethical benefits:  reusing goods means outsourced 

sweatshop labour is not involved in the creation of new 

stock. 

 Volunteering opportunities: we welcome volunteers who can 

make new friends, help the community and learn new skills. 

For more information, to make a donation or to volunteer please 

contact Susan on 01560 485439, Janette on 01560 600540 or 

Irene on 01560 600520 
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COMMUNITY CONTACTS 

ACE Fulton Hall  Jean Brown   01560 600584 

Fenwick Pre -5s  Staff    0735504773 

Rainbows   Sophie Thomas  01560 432102 

Fenwick Boys Brigade Paul Linich   07799173283 

Fenwick Church Guild Pat Parkin   01560 600436 

Fenwick SWI   Irene Couper   01560 600520 

Moscow SWI   Catherine McInnes  01560 700283 

Fenwick Primary School     01560 600403 

Fenwick  Garden Club  Linda Creanor  07970 702783 

Badminton Club Wednesday  Linda Cowan   01560 600400 

Choir    Alistair Peter 

Fenwick Bowling Club George McGavin  01560 600225 

Fenwick Bowling Ladies Marilyn Morton  01560600650 

Fenwick Golf Club  Jimmy Murdoch  01560 700230 

Carpet Bowling  R.Frame   01563 820375 

Fenwick Voluntary Transport  Irene Wilson   01560 600771 

Fenwick Farmers  Martha Speirs   01563 524466 

Fenwick Community Group J.Kerr    07796541012 

Waterside Community Ass Jon Peberdy 

Fenwick Taekwondo Club Gavin Butler   07779013971 

MP     Alan Brown   01563 822645 

MSP    Willie Coffey   01563 537300 

District Councillors  John McFadzean  01560 600150 

    Ellen Freel   01563 576043 

    Gordon Jenkins  01563 576049 

    John McGhee   01563 576057 

Fenwick Community Council  Irene Wilson   01560 600771 

Moscow& Waterside Com Coun  Rachel Connor  01560 600790 

East Ayrshire Councol Kilmarnock   01563 576000 

Police        101 

Junior Church   Susan Wadsworth  01560 485439 
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